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We interpret Horn clauses as conditional rewrite rules. Then we give sufficient conditions so 
that the word problem can be decided by conditional normalization i  some Horn theories. 
We also show how to prove theorems in the initial models of Horn theories. 
Introduction 
Horn Logic, a restriction of first order logic, has provided a most useful logical basis for 
many applications in computer science such as expert systems, data-bases, algebraic 
specifications and logic programming. The Prolog language has been designed in this 
powerful framework. Several attempts have been made to build the equality relation in 
a Prolog-like language (Goguen & Meseguer, 1984; Fribourg, 1985). Our method is 
different from the others in that it is based on a complete refutational strategy, which 
handle an equation as a rewrite-rule when it is orientable, and when its pre-conditions 
of application are smaller than the equation for some well-founded ordering. The latter 
ensure that the pre-conditions can be recursively checked. Our technique is more flexible 
than the conditional term rewriting systems and avoids some of their drawbacks, since 
(1) it does not fail when an equation is not orientable, 
(2) it ignores rules with preconditions bigger than the conclusion. 
Our procedure has been implemented, and we have obtained some complete sets of 
conditional rules that no other system could previously derive (see Example 2 and 
Appendix). 
Horn clauses yield a notion of initial model. The initial model is usually the model of 
interest in data-bases (Reiter, 1978) and abstract data types (Goguen et aL, 1978; Remy, 
1982; Padawitz, 1985). A sentence is an inductive theorem if and only if it is true in the 
initial model. In the last section we propose to extend methods of (Jouannaud & Kounalis, 
1986) for proving inductive theorems in equational theories to Horn theories. 
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1. Preliminaries and Notations 
In this section we review standard concepts and notation. Let F be a set of function symbols graded by 
an arity function. Let X be a set of variables. The algebra of terms on F and X is denoted by T(F,X). 
We call T(F) the set of ground terms on F, which is the set of terms where no variable occurs. Let P be 
a set of predicate (or relation) symbols. The equality symbol "=" is a particular element of P whose 
arity is 2. The set of atoms is denoted by A(P,F,X), and the set of ground atoms (i.e. the Herbrand 
Base) by A(P,F). A set of formulae is E-satisfiable if it admits a model where "~" is interpreted as 
equality. Otherwise it is E-unsatisfiable. The entailment relation will be denoted by ~.  Hence, S ~ C 
means that every equality model of S is a model of C. A substitution is a mapping o from X to T(F,X) 
with o(x)=x except for a finite set of variables. The subset of elements x where c(x) * x is the domain 
of ~ and is denoted by Dora(or). The result of applying a substitution o to an object is denoted by to. 
The set of variables occurring within an object t is represented by V(0. A clause is a disjunction of 
literals. Horn clauses contain at most one positive literal. We usually write them as implications. For 
instance L 1 ..... L r ~ P represents he Horn clause ~ L 1 V...V -~ L r k/P and L 1 ..... L r ~ represents the 
clause ~ L I V...V -1 L r. By a specification we mean a signature of function and predicate symbols and 
a set of Horn clauses. In the first part of the paper we deal with the validity problem in the class of all 
first-order models of a specification. In the second part we are concerned with validity in the initial 
models. 
2. A Complete Set of Inference Rules for Horn Logic with Equality 
A long-standing problem in theorem proving is to efficiently handle the equality relation. Wos and 
Robinson (Wos Robinson 69) proposed to build equality into an inference rule called "paramodulation '~. 
For equational logic, Knuth and Bendix designed a completion procedure which, given a set of equa- 
tions, may eventually return a canonical system of rewrite roles. In this case, a word problem of the 
starting set of equations has a straightforward solution: terms are equal iff they reduce to the same 
irreducible form when fully simplified by the final set of oriented equations. 
It has been proved in (Bachmair et al. 87) and (Hsiang Rusinowiteh 87) that an extended version of the 
Knuth and Bendix algorithm (Knuth Bendix 70) uses a refutationally complete set of inference rules 
(for equational logic) to generate all the consequences of the initial set of equations. The completion 
procedure can be interpreted as an attempt to saturate a set of equations by inference rules, in hope to 
derive a finite set which has no non-trivial consequences, This nice feature is generalized naturally to 
Horn clauses in our method. Starting from a set of Horn clauses, and from a refutatioually complete 
system of inference roles, we iterate these rules on the initial set. If the procedure halts, the resulting set 
of Horn clauses provides a very efficient way to solve word problems by what can be called "condi- 
tional normalization", which is a combination of backward chaining (trying to check pre-conditious 
before using a rule for simplification) and forward chaining (using a rule for simplification). Horn 
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clause heads are used as simplifiers, whose pre-conditions are gathered within the negative literals, Our 
results coincide with conditional term rewriting systems (Remy 82, Kaplan 87, Jouannaud Waldmann 
86, Ganzinger 87). However, our procedure offers more flexibility: it allows non-orientable equations. 
Moreover, the pre-conditions of a rule need not be smaller than the rule itself nor to be lower in a 
hierarchy of symbol, as it is the case in some other methods. 
Our set of inference roles, denoted by INF, is merely a restriction to Horn clauses of the inference sys- 
tem given in (Rusinowitch 90). The main feature of this system is that any inference step always 
involves the maximal literals of the parent clauses, where the maximality notion is defined relatively to 
a complete simplification ordering on Herbrand Universe &eterson 83, Hsiang Rusinowitch 87) which 
will be denoted by >. We recall the definition of such an ordering: 
2.1. COMPLETE SIMPLIFICATION ORDERINGS 
A complete simplification ordering < is an ordering on A(P,F,X) u T(F,X) with the following proper- 
ties: 
O1. < is weU founded 
02. < is total on A(P,F) u T(F) 
03. for every w,v ~ A(P,F,X) u T(F,X) and every substitution 0 : w < v implies wO < vO 
04. for every t,s~T(F,X), t<s implies w[o ~-- t] < w[o ~ s] 
05. for every t,s,a,bET(F,X) , with t<_ s, b'S_a and we A(P,F,,Y,) 
1. if s is a strict subterm of u, then s<u 
2. if s is a subterm of w and w is not an equality then (s=t) < w 
3. if s is a stria subterm of a or b then (s=t)< (a=b) 
06. i f  (u=w) < A < (u=v) , u>w and u>v, where u,v and w are ground terms, and A a ground atom 
then there is a ground term t such that A is equal to the atom (u=O. 
In the definitions of our inference roles, < is an ordering that can be extended to be a complete 
simplification ordering. We write s~t  hastead of s=t whence s>t. Examples of complete simplification 
orderings are given in (Peterson 83) and (Hsiang Rusinowitch 86), 
RESOLUTION 
Let C 1 be the clause LI ,F ~ P and let C 2 be the clause h ~ L 2 such that L 1 and L 2 are 
unifiable with mgu 0 and 
1. for every A e r w {P}, LIO 4: AO and for every A ~ A, L20 ~. AO 
2. if L 1 is an equality literal then C 2 is x=x 
then Fe,AO ~ PO is a resolvent of C 1 and C 2. 
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LEFT PARAMODULATION 
Let C 1 be a clause F ~ s=t. Let C 2 be another clause A, L 2 ~ P such that a non-variable sub- 
term s', occurring at n in the literal L 2, is unifiable with s with mgu O. We suppose that sO :~tO, 
and 
1. for every A ~ F, (s=t)O 4: AO and for every A ~ A u {P},L20 "~ AO 
2. i l l  2 is an equation, s' occurs in the largest member of L 2. 
then FO, AO,L2In~t]O ~ PO is a paramodulant ofC 1 into C 2 at n. 
RIorrr P~ODtrLATrON 
Let C I be a clause F~ (s=O. Let C 2 be another clause A ~ L 2 such that a non-variable sub. 
term s', occurring at n in the literal L 2, is unifiable with s with mgu O. We suppose that sO ~.tO, 
and 
1. -for every A E F, (s=t)O s AO and for every A ~ A, 1,20 :~ AO 
2. i l l  2 is an equation, s' occurs in the largest member of L 2. 
then, F0 ,  A0 ~ L2[n<--t]O is a paramodulant ofC 1 into C 2 at n. 
In the foI10wing, by paramodulation wemean either left paramodulation r right paramodulation. 
2.2. REMARKS ON THE RESTRICTIONS OF THE RULES 
Let us emphasize that the functional reflexive axioms are not needed, and that paramodulation is never 
performed into variables: these two conditions ensures efficiency of the inference system. Let us con- 
sider the clause s(a)---s(b) ~ a=b. We are not allowed to use a=b for paramodulation, since it is smaller 
than the conditional part (negative literals). The intuitive reason of such a restriction is that we want o 
reduce the problem of checking an equality to less complex subproblems. On the contrary our paramo- 
dulation rule favours the use of a=b ~ s(a)=s(b) since it decreases the "size" of problems. 
Now we present a set of deletion roles, which are fundamental for efficiency. Moreover, for many E- 
satisfiable systems, the deletion inference rules prevent the generation of infinitely many new clauses. 
PROPER SUBSUMP'ITON: The clause C 7 properly subsumes C 2 if  C 1 subsumes C2 and C 2 does not 
subsume C7. Any clause which ie properly subsumed by another clause in S can be deleted. 
SIMPLIFICATION: I f  the unit equation s=t is in S and C2[sO] is a clause in S which contains an 
instance sO of s, and sO > tO, and there is an atom A in C2[sO] such that A> (sO=tO), then the clause 
C2[tO] is a simplification of C2[sO ] by s=t. The simplification rule states that one may replace a clause 
in S by the same one after it has been simplified. 
TAUTOLOGY DELETION: Tautologies can be deleted. 
CLAUSAL SIMPLIFICATION: I f  the unit literal L is in S, then we can replace any clause in S which 
contains a negated instance of L, by the same clause where this instance has been deleted. 
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2,3. FAIRNESS HYPOTHESIS 
In order to get a refutationally complete strategy, we need some fairness assumption to ensure that no 
crucial inference will be postponed forever. Given an initial set of clauses SO, the derivation 
S0-~S1--h...,~Si---~, where S i is obtained from Si. 1 by one inference step, is fair if : 
for every j, R ~ nt>j RP(S i) implies that R is subsumed by a clause in uz>_O S i 
where RP(T) denotes the whole set of resolvents and paramodulants which can be inferred (in one step) 
from a set of clauses T. From now on we suppose that INF is submitted to a scheduler which let only 
fair derivations be generated. We say that a clause is normalized by S when it is fully simplified by the 
unit oriented equations available in S. We also suppose that before adding a new clause, it is always 
immediately normalized and checked whether it is subsumed by a clause in S. 
2.4. Theorem. The set INF is refutationally complete for Horn logic (with equality). To be more 
precise: any fair derivation of an E-unsatisfiable set of clauses containing x=x, yields the empty 
clause. 
The proof uses an extension of the semantic tree methods. It is fully detailed in (Rusinowitch 90, sec- 
tion 7). 
3. Saturated Horn Sets 
3.1. DEFINITION: SATURATED SET 
A set of Horn clauses S is saturated for INF if S is E-satisfiable and if no new clause can be inferred 
from S. To be more precise, S is saturated if every clause in RP(S) is either a tautology or can be sub- 
surned by some clause in S. Saturation can be interpreted as a generalization of the notion of local 
confluence (Huet 80) for term-rewriting systems. The saturation algorithm consists in applying, itera- 
lively, the inference rules of INF to some input set S. 
EXAMPLE 1. The following set of clauses is saturated: 
1. P(0) 2. P(x) ~ P(s(x)) 
If we apply resolution without any restriction, an infinite set of clauses is generated: P(s(0)), 
P(s(s(0))),...,p(si(0)) .... Now, if we apply the INF system of roles, there is no resolvent between clauses 
1. and 2., because P(x) < P(s(x)) in any complete simplification ordering <. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider a clausal specification of the in fo requa l  predicate (i) in the set of 
integers (s and p are the successor and predecessor functions) (Kaplan 87): 
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O. X=X. 
1. s (p(x) )  = X. 
2, p (s (x ) )  = x. 
3. i (o,o)  = t. 
4. i(o,p(o)) = f. 
5. i(o,x) - t ~ i(o,s(x)) = t. 
6. i(o,x) = f ~ i(o,p(x)) = f. 
7. i(s(x),y) = i(x, p(y)). 
8. i(p(x),y) -~ i(x, s(y)). 
9. t=f~.  
When the saturation algorithm is applied to 0..9 with the lexicographic RPO (Dershowitz 87) and the 
following precedence : i > p > s > o > t > f, it stops after deriving two new clauses: 
10. i(o,s(x)) = f m i(o,x) = f. by paramodulation f 2 and 6 
11, i(o,p(x)) = t ~ i(o,x) = t by paramodulation f 1 and 5 
Let us notice that other conditional term rewriting approaches (Remy 82, Kaplan 87, Jouannaud Wald- 
mann 86, Ganzinger 87) cannot handle rules such as 10 and 11, since the pre-conditions are bigger than 
the conclusions. Another important feature of our method is the use of negative assumptions such as in 
9 to avoid divergence of the saturation process. Without 9, infinitely many clauses would be generated; 
however, in the presence of 9, these clauses are immediately subsumed. The clause (t--f~) is an induc- 
tive theorem of the specification 1..... 8. Adding inductive theorems to a specification, can be viewed as 
a way to approximate the initial model by first-order formulas. This remark has also been exploited in 
(Ganzinger 86). 
EXAMPLE 3. Any canonical term rewriting system whose equations are oriented by a complete 
simplification ordering is saturated by INF. 
3.2. Definition. An input derivation D, from a set of clauses S, is a sequence of clauses (C1,...,C n) 
such that C I~S and each Ci+ 1 is either a resolvent of C 1 and a clause of S, or a paramodulant of 
a clause of S into C i. The clause C 1 is called the top clause. If C n is the empty clause then D is an 
input refutation of S. 
3.3. Theorem. Let C be a negative clause and S be a saturated Horn set (containing x=x). Then S 
u {C} is E-unsatisfiable iff it admits an input refutation with top clause C. 
Proof: the soundness of INF takes care of the "if part". Now, let us suppose that S tj  {C} is E- 
unsatisfiable, where S is as in the thdorem. Since INF is complete, there is a refutation of Su{C}. There 
is at least one occurrence of C in the refutation, because S is E-satisfiable. Every clause deriving from 
C is necessarily negative since every clause in S is a Horn clause. Since no inference is possible 
between two negative clauses, C occurs only once in the refutation. Let (C 1 ..... C i ..... C n) be the 
sequence of clauses deriving from C in the refutation (CI=C and Cn---D). One of the parents of C i is a 
non-negative clause Pi ; such a clause can only be derived from clauses of S (see remark above). How- 
ever, from the saturation hypothesis, no new clause can be inferred from S. Hence the clause Pi belongs 
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to S, which means that the refutation is an input refutation. 
4. Operational Semantics: Horn Clauses as Rewrite Rules 
From a formal point of view, the restrictive format of pararnodulation a d resolution that we are using 
can be interpreted in terms of conditional term rewriting operations. However, we apply a clause to a 
ground term as a conditional role only if the clause has a condition which is smaller than the conclu- 
sion. For instance, the clauses 10 and 11 in Example 2 will never be used as rewrite rules. In order to 
obtain decidable rewriting relations, we shall restrict our study to "ground preserving" sets of Horn 
clauses: 
4.1. Definition. A Horn set S is ground preserving if (i): every positive equational literal s=t 
which belongs to some clause of S, is either orientable or satisfies V(s)ffiV(t) and (ii): for every 
clause C of S, the variables appearing in the negative Iiterals also appear in the positive literal. 
Let us introdnce now our definition of conditional term rewriting: 
4.2. Definition. Let S be a Horn set, A and B two ground terms or literals. Let C ~ s=t be an ele- 
ment  of S, then A --*S B if there is a substitution 0 such that: A= A[s0], B=A[tO], tO < sO, S ~ CO 
and CO < (s0=t0). Let A be a literal and C ~ A' be an element of S, then A "~S TRUE if there 
is a substitution 0 such that A = A'0, S h CO and CO < A'0. 
The reflexive Iransitive closure of ~S is denoted by "-)S*" Notice that, due to the noetherian property 
of >, there is no infinite chain of ~S rewriting. Our next result states that the truth of a fact can be 
decided by '"-'>S rewriting": 
4.3. Proposition. Let A be a ground positive literal and S a ground preserving saturated Horn set 
(containing x=x). Then S h A iff A --->S* TRUE. 
Proof: The "iP' part only expresses the soundness of "~S' Assume now that S ~ A. Then {A =~} u S 
is E-unsatisfiable. From the theorem 3.3, there is an input refutation of {A ~} u S with top clause A 
~.  We shall apply noetherian induction on A, w.r.t the complete simplification ordering <. Several 
cases occur according to the first inference rule which is used in the refutation. 
case 1: the first inference is a resolution between A ~ and the clause D ~ A', where D is a conjunc- 
tion of positive literals. Let 0 be the most general filter of A' towards A. Then the rest of the refutation 
is a refutation of DO ~.  Therefore, S ~ DO. Hence A ~sTRUE with D ~ A'. 
case 2: there is a subtenn sO of A such that the first inference is a paramodulation between A[s0]~ and 
the clause D ~ (s=t), where 0 is the most general filter of sO and s. Since A is ground, 0 is ground too; 
hence we have s0>t0. The clause we get after the first inference step is: D0,A[t0] ~ .  Since the rest of 
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the input refutation is an input refutation of that clause, there exists a refutation of A[t0] ~ and a refu- 
tatinn of DO ~.  This is equivalent to the two following entailments: 
(1) S ~ A[t0] 
(2) S ~ DO 
Let us notice that A[t0]<A[s0] by monotonicity of <. Hence, by the hypothesis of induction, we have: 
(3) A[t0] ~S*  TRUE 
The second entailment valids the following conditional rewriting step: 
(4) A[s0] ~ A[t0] with D ~ (s--t). 
Putting (3) and (4) together, we obtain a derivation from A to TRUE. 
Since the only way to rewrite an equation to TRUE is by using the clause (x--x) of S, we have immedi- 
ately, under the same hypothesis, a Chureh-Rosser p operty: 
4A. Corollary. I fS  t- sft, then there is a term 13 such that s --4S* [3 and t -~S* [~" 
Proof: from the proposition, s=t --~S* TRUE. Necessarily there is one rewriting step which occurs at the 
root of the literal s=t. This step corresponds to a resolution step in an input refutation, and it is the last 
step. So, we have s~t ~S* a=b -'~S TRUE. However, a resolution involving an equality literal is 
allowed only if one of the clauses is x=x. This implies that a is identical to b, Therefore, we can take [~ 
equal to a. 
4.5. Corollary. The relation "~S has the ground confluence property: if t --4S* s and t "-~S* n then 
there exists a term v such that s --4S* v and u "-~S* v. 
Proof: if t---~s*S and t---~s*U then S ~ s~u by soundness of the conditional term rewriting relation. We 
conclude from the previous corollary. 
4.6. Proposition. It is decidable whether a ground term is reducible by ~S when S is a ground- 
preserving saturated Horn set. Moreover, every ground term admits a unique normal form w.r.t. 
the rewriting relation --~S" 
Proof: asstune we want to check if A can be reduced by C ~ A'. This amounts to check if S b CO, 
where 0 is the matching from A' to A. Since S is ground-preserving, CO is ground. Suppose for simpli- 
city that C consists only of one literal. The previous proposition tells that the entailment S b CO is 
equivalent to CO ~S * TRUE. However CO< A '0 ,  so C0<A. By noetherian induction hypothesis it is 
then decidable whether CO "~S * TRUE. The conclusion of the proposition follows. 
EXAMPLE 2 (continued): the system 0 ..... 11 is saturated and ground preserving. Moreover, the rides 10 
and 11 (and 0 !) are useless for the rewriting relation we defined. Therefore we have proved that I,,.,8 
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are ground confluent. This is the fast (automated) proof of this fact. This final system of roles can now 
be used to compute by normalization the inf_orequal relation. For instance: 
i(s(o),p(s(,p(o)))) ---~i(s(o),p(o))--~i(o,p(p(o)))---~ f 
by applying successively roles 1, 7 and 6. For the last step we have to check recursively that 
i(o,p(o))=f. 
5. Word Problems 
We assume now that, when we are extending the set of symbols F by adding new constants, it is possi- 
ble to extend "<" to another complete simplification ordering on the new Herbrand universe (see Bach- 
mair et al. 87). Let us notice that S ~ s=t is equivalent to S ~ (s=t)V where V is a substitution applying 
every variable of s=t to a new constant. This remark shows that when a theory is presented by a Horn 
set S which is ground preserving and saturated, the equality of two terms s and t can be checked by 
testing the identity of the "-4S normal forms of the ground terms sv and tW. Therefore: 
5.1, Theorem. The word problem is decidable in theories axiomatized by ground-preserving 
saturated Horn sets. 
Proof: assume S is a ground-preserving saturated Horn set, and a and b are two terms. It is easy to see 
that S b a=b iff S b av'~bv where V is a substitution which replaces every variable occurring in a=b by 
a new constant. We extend < to the Herbrand Universe of S t,.J {av=b~}. Now the corollary ields: 
av---~s*a' and bV-Os*b' for some ground "-~S irreducible terms a' and b'. Under our hypothesis the 
rewriting on ground terms is decidable; hence, the terms a' and b' can be computed. The assertion S
a~r=bV is equivalent to S b a'=b'. The Church R0sser property of saturated sets also entails: 
S ~ a'=b' iff a'=b' (syntactically). 
6. Proofs in the Initial Model 
A nice feature of Horn sets is that they admit an initial model which is the model of interest in many 
applications such as applicative programming languages, abstract interpreter definitions, algebraic data- 
type specifications or data-bases. However, a fact cannot, in general, be proved in the initial model by 
first-order reasoning alone. Some kind of induction is necessary. We show in this section how to make 
proofs in the initial model by a very simple extension of the our inference system and how the method 
applies to proofs of simple properties of arithmetic theory. We first consider the case where the equality 
predicate does not occur in S, then we consider the general case. 
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6.1. INITIALITY 
Let us recall a few classical notions: 
6.1.1. Definition. Given a set of function symbols F, a set of predicate symbols P and two F,P. 
structures M and M', a F,P-homomorphism h: M-->M' is a (many-sorted) function preserving sig- 
natures, in the sense that for each f in F and Q in P: 
h(fM(al,-.,an)) = fM,(h(al),...,h(an)) 
QM(al,..,an)) implies QM,(h(al),...,h(an)) 
6.1.2. Definition. An initial model I for a set of clauses S is a model for S such that there is a 
unique F,P-homomorphism from I to any other model of S. 
The existence of initial models for sets of infinitary conditional equations and inequations has been 
proved in (Tarleeki 84). As a corollary we have: 
6.1.3. Theorem. Every satisfiable set of Horn clauses admits initial models. 
A standard construction of the initial model is given in (Goguen Meseguer 84): given a set of (definite) 
Horn clauses S, the following equivalence r lation is defned on T(F): 
t =S t' iff S~ t=t' 
Let It] denote the equivalence class of t under this relation. An initial model is obtained when interpret- 
ing the predicate symbols on the quotient slructnre T(F)/= S by: 
P([QJ,...[tnJ ) is true iff S I= P(tl,...tn) 
Let us finally observe that all the initial models of a set of clauses are F,P-isomorphic. In the following 
we shall only consider satisfiable Horn sets. 
6.2. HORN SETS WITHOUT EQUALITY 
6.2.1. Definition. Given a Horn set S (without equality), a clause C is inductively reducible w.r.t. S 
iff for any ground substitution e: either there exists a positive literal P in C such that Pe is redu- 
cible w.r.L S, or there exists a negative literal ~N in C such that NO is irreducible w.r.t.S. 
Example. Let S be the set {P(0), P(x) ~ P(s(x))}. Then the atom P(x) is inductively reducible w.r.t.S. 
The key theorem to the method is the following: 
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6.2.2. Theorem. Let S be a ground-preserving saturated Horn set (without equality). Then a 
clause C is valid in the initial model of S iff C is inductively reducible w.r.t.S. 
Proof: Let I be the initial model of S. If I is a model of C, then for any ground subslitulion 0, I is a 
model of CO. Either there is a positive literal P in C such that I is a model of P0. Hence, due to the 
minimality of I, this implies that S ~ P0. So P0~sTRUE. Or there is a negative literal ~ in C such 
that I is a model of "NO. The atom NO cannot be reduced to TRUE by ~S '  otherwise I would be a 
model of NO. 
Example. Let S be the saturated set (F_Xl(X,X), i(0,s(x)), i(x,y) ~ i(s(x),s(y))) where i is intended to be 
the inf relation on natural numbers. Then the following statements are valid in the initial model of S, 
since they are inductively reducible: i(x,s(x)), ~i(x,x), i(x,y) V i(y,x) V Eq(x,y) (trichotomy law). Note 
that the last statement is not a Horn clause. 
6.3. HORN SETS WITH EQUALITY 
We shall now extend the previous method to deal with equality. The method is based on the following 
remark: the ground normal forms related to the relation ~S are not modified when we add to S a 
clause which is valid in its initial model. 
6.3.1. Definition. Given a Horn set S, a positive non equational literal A (resp. an equation s = t 
with s > t) is inductively reducible w.r.t. S iff all ground instances of A (resp of s) are reducible 
w.r.t.S. 
6.3.2. Lemma (Jouannaud Kounafis 1986). Let S be a ground-preserving Horn set and let A be a 
positive literal A which is inductively reducible w.r.t.S. Then a ground term or a ground atom is 
in normal form for S iff it is in normal form for S u (A). 
Proof: Let B be a ground tenn. If it is in normal form for Sw{A}, then it is obviously in normal form 
for "--~S" Conversely, suppose B is reducible with A in the context S L; (A). If A is an equation s=t 
with s>t, then there is a ground substitution O such that sO occurs as a subterm of B. Since A is induc- 
tively reducible w.r.t. S, sO is reducible w.r.t.S. Therefore, B is also reducible w.r.t.S. 
In words, inductive reducibility of an atom A ensures that no normal form becomes reducible, once this 
atom has been added to the set of clauses. But, this is not enough for A to be valid in the initial model 
of S, because two different normal forms could get equal in the new set of clauses. This is avoided by 
considering sets of clauses which have a unique normal form property: we have seen in section 4 that 
saturated sets have this property: 
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6.3.3. Theorem. Let S be a ground-preserving saturated Horn set and let A be a positive literal. 
Let us assume that S u (A)  is also saturated. Then A is valid in the initial model of S iff A is 
inductively reducible w.r.t.S. 
Proof: If  A is valid in the initial model, then for every ground substitution 0 S ~ A0. Hence A0-->S* 
TRUE. Suppose now that A is inductively reducible w.r.t.S. Let 0 be a ground substitution. Since S is 
saturated, A0 admits a unique normal form B w.r.t "->S" According to the lemma, B is also irreducible 
w.r.t. S w(A}. Since Su(A) is saturated and Su(A} ~ A, TRUE is the unique normal form of A0 
w.r.t. Sw{A}. Hence B is TRUE, which means that S~= A0. This implies that A is valid in the initial 
model of S. 
So in order to prove (or disprove) theorems in the initial model defined by a Horn set we start from a 
saturated Horn set; then we add the atom to be proved and apply the set of inference roles INF to the 
augmented Horn set. Before any nomaalized atom is added, it is checked for inductive reducibility. This 
last result also shows a kind of semi-completeness of our system. If we have a suitable ordering > and a 
Horn set in which inductive reducibility is decidable, we can disprove in a finite time every atom which 
is not valid in the initial model. 
6.4. CHECKING FOR INDUCTIVE REDUCIBILITY 
Inductive reducibility is in general, uudecidable. We have obtained some interesting decidable subcases 
in (Kounalis Rnsinowitch 87) by enforcing restrictions on the structure of the Horn sets. The algorithm 
we have proposed for Horn sets without equality uses the notion of test set as it was defined in the 
equational case (Jouaunaud Kounalis 86): checking for the inductive reducibility of an object amounts 
to test the reducibility of a finite number of ground instances of this object. The ground instances to be 
considered have a depth determined by the depth of the literals of S. For instance, let S be (P(0), P(x) 
P(s(x)) ). Then, for the atom P(x), we take as test set (P(0), P(s(0)). P(s(s(0))), P(s(s(s(0))) }. We 
can verify that every atom in the test set is reducible and thus P(x) is inductively reducible w.r.t.S. 
However, it seems difficult to extend this inductive reducibility test to more general classes of formula. 
That is why we have proposed an alternative method for inductive reasoning in (Kounalis Rusinowitch 
90). This method, which does not rely on completion, has been successful in a great number of exam- 
ples. 
7. Conclusion 
We have presented a natural and effective inteq3retation of Horn clauses as rewrite roles. We have 
described a completion algorittm~ to build convergent sets which allows to decide word problems by 
conditional normalization. Moreover, we have shown how to prove theorems in the initial model of a 
Horn set, by extending tile equational notion of induclive reducibility. Our approach can be improved 
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in several ways: first we think that the saturation algorithm would succeed more often if we could 
incorporate the axioms for commutativity and associativity in the unification algorithm, as proposed by 
Plotkin (Plotldn 72), Moreover, the generation f many clauses should be avoided by using a notion of 
critical pair criteria as in Kllchlin (KUchlin 85). Last, our results should generalize to Horn sets which 
are not ground preserving. 
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Appendix 
We give here a specification of ordered lists. The arrows indicate the operational clauses; these clauses 
are the only one to be used for normalizing round terms; they constitute a ground convergent system: 
O.x=x. 
1. t=f~.  
2. i(x,y)=t ~ ~i(x,y)=f. 
-43. i(x,y)=f ~ i(y,x)=t. 
4. i(x,y)=f,i(y,x)=f ~.  
5, i(x,x)=f =~. 
-46. i(x,y) ----t ~ max(x,y)=y. 




411.  ordered(cons(x,nil)). 
412 .  i(x,y)---t, ordered(cons(y,z)) ~ ordered(cons(x,cons(y,z))). 
13. i(x,y)---f ,ordered(cons(x,cons(y,z))) ~ .  
-414, insert(x,nil)=x. 
415.  i(x,y)=t ~ insert(x,cons(y,z))=cons(x,eons(y,z)). 
416 .  i(x,y)=f ~ insert(x,cons(y,z))= cons(y,insert(x,z)). 
We have proved ground convergence of this set of clauses by orienting the terms according to the 
RPOS with stares 1-r and the precedence : insert> cons > max > i > t >f >nil. 





4. even(x)--t ~ odd(x)=L 
5. even(x)=f ~ odd(x)=t. 
6. ~f~,  
ff we try to saturate this set of clauses, with RPOS and the precedence : odd > even > s > o >t >f, we 
derive the clause 
7. even(x)=t,even(x)---f ~ t=f. 
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Now this clause can be simplified (clausal simplification) with 6. to 
7'. even(x)=t,even(x)=f ~.  
The clauses 1..5 are ground convergent. 
